Walking India, which are the needs to be implemented to guarantee a good rural development. A good planning with gender perspective could help women to develop many activities without removing to taking care of their personal needs.

The icons define the needs that the net must incorporate. In table is account different factors that intervene in the perception and organization of public spaces classified in two main types:

- Visual Permeability
- Critical Sites
- Critical moments
- Critical events
- Critical persons
- Critical spaces
- Critical sites
- Critical parties
- Critical functions
- Critical resources
- Critical uses of spaces
- Critical times

THE GENDER OF SMALL THINGS

The Gender of small things, highlight the importance of analyzing the city from gender perspective. Namely, to collect both men and women experiences and different realities, so we can think over their needs.

We have related the Haryana project of Balkrishna Doshi states with his lecture of architecture through building elements - small things. "We have inhabited their project introducing gender into small things that shape our everyday environment".